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Introduction

We identify government-fabricated social media posts about three interesting cases of

public opinion events: the G20 Summit in Hangzhou, the ruling of the International

Tribunal on the South China Sea Disputes between China and the Philippines, and the

explosions in the Port of Tianjin in the summer of 2015. We do so with astroturfer detec-

tion methods outlined in Miller (2015a) (accessible online here) using comment metadata

from a large database of nearly 50 million comments made on several Chinese news web-

sites. These metadata represent a profile of netizen behavior (social network information,

IP address, post volume, etc.). Using this profile we can probabilistically identify com-

ments from users whose metadata profile is consistent with what we know about the

behavior of paid government commentators.

In each of the following cases, censorship and fabricated commentary were used to

manage and manipulate information to the government’s advantage. However, the gov-

ernment’s actions varied across the three cases. In this report, our aim is to highlight the
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diversity in tactics and responses to opinion events, illustrating the dangers of generaliz-

ing about the “Fifty Cent Party”1 from small samples and aggregate trends. The high

variance in responses to public opinion events indicates that there is much we still do not

understand about information control in China.

Case 1: G20 Summit in Hangzhou

Background

Our first case is the G20 Summit in Hangzhou, China. This case is interesting for several

reasons. First, the first day of the meeting was the most censored day of this year according

to The University of Hong Kong’s censorship tracking project Weiboscope 2. Second, the

content that was censored during the summit did not conform to past work’s assertions

that content with “collective action potential” is targeted for censorship while anti-regime

content is largely left alone (King, Pan, & Roberts, 2013). Two events, Xi Jinping’s gaffe

where he misread “lighten the burden of farmers” and instead told people to loosen their

clothes, and praise of China’s First Lady Peng Liyuan’s good figure were both thoroughly

censored.3 Both of these events would hardly count as “collective action potential” events.

Instead these events represent a large portion of censored content we observe in internal

Sina Weibo censorship logs which indicate that censors and propagandists also target

political humor and discussions of leadership when deciding whether or not to censor

content (Miller, 2015b). It’s also possible, of course, that censorship and propaganda

tactics have changed since Xi Jinping took office. His tenure in office has brought about

a more personalistic leadership style (in contrast to the previous emphasis on collective

leadership) and a heavy-handed crackdown on dissent of any kind.

1Government astroturfers in China are colloquially referred to as members of the “Fifty Cent Party”
(五毛党). They are so called because they are purportedly paid 0.5 RMB per post (0.07 USD) to post
pro-regime commentary on social networks, online news channels, and other websites with user-generated
content. Their official title is usually some variant of “internet commentator” (网络评论员)

2http://foreignpolicy.com/2016/09/06/chinas-g20-the-most-censored-time-of-the-year-hangzhou-
weibo-empty-streets/

3https://chinadigitaltimes.net/2016/09/minitrue-tight-control-xis-loose-clothing-slip-g20/
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Information Strategies

Based on the astroturfer content we have identified, most posts appear to be “positive

energy” posts (正能量).4 Drawing upon government documents on opinion guidance, we

find that these comments are meant to dilute negative information by flooding comment

sections with “positive energy” commentary. One manual suggests that this commentary

can be preemptive, preventing negative information from propagating by “taking up all the

seats on the internet sofa5” (Zou & Su, 2015). This means that commentators arrive first,

finding their seat and crowding out others with opposing voices, allowing astroturfers the

ability to set the agenda for discussion. Manuals on opinion guidance routinely mention

this “agenda setting” goal and sometimes cite relevant political science literature on the

topic (Wei et al., 2015).

Randomly Sampled Astroturfer Comments

1. I firmly believe that the Chinese people will be more united under Chairman Xi and
the new leadership, while the credibility of the leadership rapidly increases.

2. Our lives will be improving for the better under such personable and kind leaders.
3. Believe that with the leadership of Chairman Xi, our nation will be wealthier and

stronger.
4. Click “Like” for Chairman Xi, keep up the good work!

Case 2: Int’l Tribunal on the South China Sea Dispute

Figure 1: Comparison with KPR Estimates of Comment Type Proportions

4The term positive energy is used often in China when discussing the ideal tone for propaganda. More
on the term can be found here. When used in reference to astroturfing, the tone of this commentary is
similar to what others have called “cheerleading” (King, Pan, & Roberts, 2016).

5Sofa (沙发) a homophone for “so fast,” is something Chinese internet users write to stake their claim
as the first commentator in an empty comment thread.
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Background

China refused to take part in the International Tribunal Decision on the South China

Sea proceedings and attempted to delegitimize the body even before the ruling on July

12, 2016. The ruling’s full-throated support for the Philippine side posed challenges to the

regime’s propagandists who faced a dilemma: suppress ultra-nationalist information, po-

tentially inflaming anger, or allow ultra-nationalist information to propagate, potentially

leading to much-feared collective action.

Strategies

The response as observed in astroturfer commentary was incoherent. Either directives

were not implemented properly, or directives were themselves contradictory across differ-

ent bureaucracies. The censorship strategies, at least as implemented on Sina Weibo, were

more coherent. According to Free Weibo, China opted to censor the most inflammatory,

ultra-nationalist content. A complementary astroturfing strategy can be seen in our data,

where about a third of the commentary appears to prime trust in the government’s ability

to handle the situation. Other government messages are less coherent, and seem at odds

with the central government’s information goals.

In fact, some of the inflammatory comments the regime hoped to prevent came from

astroturfers it employed. Some include racist and xenophobic language, some call for war,

and some are caustically argumentative. Thus, these astroturfer comments do not fit well

into recent explanations of astroturfing in China. Instead of “cheerleading for China,”

a majority of comments come from categories6 presumed to be rare or non-existent (see

Figure 1).

Selected Rogue Astroturfer Comments

1. It’s no use arguing with jackals, it’s more effective to hunt them down with a rifle.
2. Dispatch warships, station submarines within 12 nautical miles of the disputed

islands. Provoke the enemy. Open-fire when the Americans come. Launch rockets
at American military bases in Japan and Korea all at once!

3. American and Japanese dogs, get the hell out of Beijing, the South China Sea and
China!

4. Filipinos are misbehaving monkeys...

6Detailed descriptions of these categories can be found in the appendix of King et al. (2016)
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Figure 2: Topics in Ordinary and Astroturfer Comments on the Tianjin Explosions

Randomly Sampled Astroturfer Comments

1. Idiots. Shame on liars and hypocrites. Object first, then learn about the incident!
2. Sovereignty is sacred! No one has the right to arbitrate!
3. Seeing that all people are determined to support our leaders and protect our land, I

feel like China is becoming stronger. China will keep getting better with Chairman
Xi’s leadership.

4. Under the arbitration of the Universal Justice League court, the U.S. has no sovereignty
for its land. It should return control of territory to black people and native people.
Caucasians should go back to the UK and Asians should go back to Asia.

Case 3: Chemical Explosion in the Port of Tianjin

Background

The spectacular explosions in the port city of Tianjin on August 12, 2015 killed 173

people, decimated a large area in Tianjin’s port, and displaced nearly 3,500 residents.7

The disaster began with the ignition of a container of dry nitrocellulose. The resulting fire

set off a series of explosions, the most serious of which was an explosion of a warehouse

containing 800 tonnes of ammonium nitrate which resulted in an enormous fireball. This

warehouse belonged to Ruihai International Logistics, a company that manages hazardous

materials in the Port of Tianjin.

7Source: http://news.sohu.com/20150902/n420285760.shtml
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Figure 3: Change in Topic Proportion From Ordinary to Astroturfer

The explosions uncovered corruption and poor enforcement of safety regulations. Of-

ficials allowed Ruihai to store massive amounts of hazardous materials despite knowing

that there were three residential complexes within one kilometer of the planned build site,

which is a violation of Chinese law. According to various sources, the executives at Ruihai

used their connections with government officials to skirt these regulations. Not long after

the explosions, the Director of the State Administration of Work Safety, Yang Dongliang

was dismissed for “serious breaches of discipline and the law.” That same day, Dong

Yongcun, the Director of Administrative Examination and Approval Department for the

Tianjin Transportation Committee, jumped to his death.8 The response to the chemical

explosions at the Port of Tianjin provides an interesting look into how astroturfers are

mobilized at a time of crisis, what government opinion guidance manuals call a “public

opinion emergency” (Zou & Su, 2015).

Strategies

In response to the disaster, censors aimed to limit access to non-official content. State

media directives to traditional media organizations demonstrate a heightened concern for

the discussions of the explosions online. After the explosions, the Tianjin Propaganda De-

partment issued directives to all “city TV stations, radio stations, newspapers, and new

media work units, including announcers and anchors” urging them to “absolutely not

privately post to Weibo or WeChat friend circles about the explosions.” Websites were

warned by the Cyberspace Administration of China to strictly adhere to official Xinhua

8Sources: http://news.sina.com.cn/c/2015-08-18/164232218816.shtml,
https://www.hongkongfp.com/2015/08/27/tianjin-official-jumps-to-his-death-as-23-others-are-held-over-
deadly-blasts/
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reports and refrain from posting any individual interpretations.9 While censorship pre-

vented the propagation of non-regime narratives about the event, astroturfing promoted

specific narratives that moved discussion away from opinions that may pose harm to the

regime’s reputation, or spark anti-government collective action.

Based on the content of government manuals and documents on public opinion manage-

ment, we have uncovered evidence that government bureaucracies are encouraged to draft

contingency plans for “public opinion emergencies” such as the Tianjin explosion. These

contingency plans are then to be updated according to learned experience of astroturfers

and public opinion analysts. Though we don’t have access to a plan used for the explo-

sions in Tianjin, we can make inferences about the instructions in such a plan by looking

at commentary we identify from astroturfers posting on news stories about the explosion.

While we see a great deal of “positive energy” (正能量) commentary, the most obvious

trend in comments appears to advance a clear and directed agenda. The astroturfing

commentary we observed mostly eulogized firefighters and first-responders, praising them

for their bravery, and lamenting loss of life. Comments mostly lavished emotional praise

on firefighters while avoiding topics of corruption or poor government handling of the

emergency. Instead of simply “cheerleading” what we see is consistent with what gov-

ernment sources say is the purpose of this commentary, that is, to “guide opinion” (引导

舆论). In contrast to the government’s incoherent response to the Tribunal Ruling, the

bureaucracies involved in the Tianjin commentary seemed to follow public opinion con-

tingency plans, producing commentary that was disciplined and consistent. As visualized

in Figure 2 and Figure 3, astroturfers discussed firefighters and trust in government in

high volume while minimizing discussion of negative or threatening opinions.10

Randomly Sampled Astroturfer Comments

1. The Tianjin incident showed the importance of firefighters and police. Salute to
them!

2. Mourn for the young hero’s, salute to the most lovable people.
3. Don’t believe in rumors or spread rumors. Rumors cease with the wise people. Let

us all pray for [victims] and hope for their safety.
4. Salute to the most lovable people. Mourning for the lost lives of people’s soldiers.

9These leaked directives were posted on China Digital Times and can be found here
10Topics were coded by research assistants who study politics, have spent most of their life in China,

and have over a year’s worth of experience coding political documents, and social media content.
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Conclusion

Using automatically detected astroturfing content, censorship directives, and reports

on the content of censorship, we find a wide range of tactics and responses to different

recent public opinion events in China. Based on these preliminary findings, we argue that

claims about information control in China are often too broad, ignoring institutional and

situational contexts that shape regime behavior.
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